Rinderpest: the veterinary perspective on eradication
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Rinderpest was a devastating disease of livestock responsible for continent-wide famine and poverty. Centuries of veterinary advances culminated in 2011 with the UN Food and Agriculture Organization and the World Organization for Animal Health declaring global eradication of rinderpest; only the second disease to be eradicated and the greatest veterinary achievement of our time. Conventional control measures, principally mass vaccination combined with zoosanitary procedures, led to substantial declines in the incidence of rinderpest. However, during the past decades, innovative strategies were deployed for the last mile to overcome diagnostic and surveillance challenges, unanticipated variations in virus pathogenicity, circulation of disease in wildlife populations and to service remote and nomadic communities in often-unstable states. This review provides an overview of these challenges, describes how they were overcome and identifies key factors for this success.

1. Introduction and history

Rinderpest (cattle plague) is caused by a morbillivirus of the family Paramyxoviridae, which cause diseases affecting mammals, including man. Rinderpest virus affects mainly ungulates, both wild and domestic, as does peste des petits ruminants virus to which, with measles virus, it is most closely related. Other related viruses are largely defined by the genera which they were first associated with but this is proving to be a simplification and host specificity is still ill-defined: canine distemper virus, which also affects a number of other carnivore families with epidemics reported in African lions and pinnipeds [1–4]; phocid distemper virus [5]; cetacean morbillivirus [4]; measles in humans [6] and a newly discovered felid morbillivirus [7]. Rinderpest in cattle and buffaloes is marked by fever with ocular and nasal discharges and is capable of causing high morbidity and mortality rates from oral and gastrointestinal tract ulceration, diarrhoea, dysentery, dehydration, protein loss and immunosuppression resulting from lymphocyte depletion. Pathogenesis in wildlife species can be highly variable, for example, a significant proportion of lesser kudu (Tragelaphus imberbis imberbis) develop ocular lesions, including corneal opacity and/or panophthalmitis causing total blindness, often leading to mortality without evident gastrointestinal lesions or diarrhoea.

Rinderpest and measles most probably had their origins in an environment where cattle and humans were living in close proximity; probably the cattle herds of Central or South Asia some 10 000 years ago at the time of domestication of the wild aurochs. However, in contradiction to this understanding, molecular clock analysis indicates that the divergence of rinderpest and the related measles virus might not have occurred until as recently as the eleventh or twelfth centuries [6].

Three human activities were responsible for the expansion of rinderpest from its origins: a rapidly growing human population with increasing dependence on cattle for food; draught power and status; and disease spread associated firstly with waging war and secondly with trading in livestock.

From the fourth to the twentieth centuries, large cattle herds travelled with marauding armies to feed the soldiers and provide draught power for their baggage trains (figure 1); victorious armies amassed large herds as the spoils of
Rinderpest eradication started with the drawing up of zoosanitary procedures in the eighteenth century [16]. Much of the early history of eradication was more concerned with suppressing the disease by annual mass vaccination rather than with eradication [11]. The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations implemented many control programmes in Eastern Asia in the wake of the 1940s global war; however, the first coordinated international control programme for rinderpest was implemented only from 1963 to 1975 in Africa. The Inter-African Bureau of Epizootic Diseases was founded in 1950 with a plan to eliminate rinderpest from Africa. Heads of African Veterinary Services meeting in Kano, Nigeria, in 1960 pledged to implement a multinational project called Joint Project 15 (JP15) under the aegis of the Organization of African Unity, supported by many individual country aid programmes, especially the United States Agency for International Development (USAID), international organizations and agencies [17]. The aim was for each country to vaccinate all cattle of all ages every year for three successive years. Thereafter, each country undertook to vaccinate all calves annually.

Twenty-two countries were involved in JP15 in the beginning, of which 17 had rinderpest. By the end of 1979, only one country, Sudan, admitted to having the disease. This apparent success led to complacency, and many countries failed both to operate surveillance systems linked to official disease reporting and to maintain vaccination of young animals. JP15 ran out of steam in about 1975 having come close to eliminating rinderpest from Africa. Its major deficit was that it failed to recognize continuing covert circulation in domestic and wild ungulates in West and eastern Africa and, most importantly, persistent reservoirs of infection in the extensive pastoral communities of the Senegal River basin of West Africa and in eastern Africa. In retrospect, it was clear that JP15 had placed too much reliance on pulsed vaccination campaigns without a clearly defined objective or exit plan and had failed to address defects in the monitoring of vaccination programmes and in disease surveillance. Alarm over the inevitable resurgence of rinderpest in sub-Saharan Africa in the early 1980s stimulated establishment of the Pan-African Rinderpest Campaign (PARC) in 1986 under the aegis of the African Union-Inter-African Bureau of Animal Resources (AU-IBAR) [18]. Supported largely by the European Commission (EC), this and its successor, the Pan-African Control of Epizootics Programme, were critical to the eventual elimination of rinderpest from Africa.

It was only from 1994 that a programme dedicated to global eradication was conceived to be feasible; FAO rose to the challenge by establishing the Global Rinderpest Eradication Programme (GREP) supported by a Secretariat based in Rome. Key to the GREP concept was the understanding, unlike other earlier rinderpest initiatives, that it was to be time-bound, with a 2010 deadline established for its completion. This review deals primarily with its operations and the final, successful effort.

2. Innovations that led to success

(a) Diagnostics and phylogenetics

An analysis of the achievements and deficits of JP15 identified several technical issues as constraints to success.
One of these was a lack of appropriate diagnostic techniques for detecting rinderpest antibodies and capacity to confirm diagnosis and monitor the effectiveness of vaccination programmes. To meet these deficits, two European institutes developed diagnostic assays for rinderpest virus and antibodies in the 1980s and 1990s: the UK Pirbright Institute (formerly the Institute for Animal Health, Pirbright Laboratory), and the Centre de Coopération Internationale en Recherche Agronomique pour le Développement-Élevage et Medicine Vétérinaire des Pays Tropicaux in France.

Supported by the UK Overseas Development Administration and the PARC, scientists at Pirbright laboratory developed an indirect antibody ELISA (enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay) and soon after, a monoclonal-antibody-based competitive ELISA format [19,20] which became the mainstay of serological studies for monitoring of vaccination programmes and surveys for verification and official recognition of freedom. With sensitivity exceeding 70 per cent and specificity of at least 99.5 per cent, the test was fit to meet the needs of GREP. Apparent false-positives met during extensive serosurveillance programmes in the final stages of GREP were greatly reduced when it was realized that maternally derived antibodies could persist for 11 months. Recommending that only a cohort of cattle young enough not to have been vaccinated and old enough to have lost any colostral antibody greatly improved the specificity of the testing procedure. As a proxy for age, the adopted guideline was that cattle and water buffaloes should have at least one erupted pair of incisor teeth, providing a wide margin of safety. Follow-up of clusters of apparent false-positive cattle in Pakistan usually showed that the age criterion had been ignored and field infection could be ruled out.

Both commercial and national laboratory support was critical to the success of GREP. The developed standard tests were made available worldwide through collaboration with a commercial company, and international funding\(^1\) enabled technology transfer of essential diagnostic methods to relevant countries in Asia and Africa. Regional networks and regular meetings of veterinary scientists developed technical competence in laboratory technology and in coordinating control programmes.

Another major contribution to GREP was the development of genetic characterization methods for morbilliviruses [21]. Although the number of viruses submitted for characterization was never large, the elucidation of viral phylogeny was very informative, demonstrating three largely geographically distinct viral clades: African lineages 1 and 2 and the Asian lineage. Viruses within clades that were indistinguishable serologically showed significant genomic differences, enabling the identification of origins of outbreaks. For example, molecular phylogeny demonstrated that the causal virus in the outbreak in the Tsavo National Park of Kenya in 1994/5 was related closely to lineage 2 viruses that had been circulating in eastern Africa 30 years previously and not the lineage 1 viruses present in the Sudan, as had been assumed. The source was traced to a hitherto undisclosed reservoir of rinderpest in the Somali ecosystem. Molecular epidemiology suggested that outbreaks of rinderpest in the Middle East were derived from viruses repeatedly introduced from Asia and not from Africa as many had assumed and this was confirmed when such outbreaks ceased with the control of rinderpest in the Indian subcontinent [11,22]. Similarly, viruses derived from outbreaks in the vaccination buffer zone surrounding the Soviet Union and the vaccine virus used were shown to be virtually identical, indicating that reversion to virulence of the vaccine on three occasions over 20 years had been responsible for the outbreaks and not a persisting unknown reservoir (figure 2).

(b) Vaccine developments

Development of the Plowright tissue culture rinderpest vaccine (TCRV) in 1960 [23] was an important milestone in rinderpest control that gave impetus to the first coordinated effort to eradicate rinderpest from all of Africa. TCRV was one of the finest vaccines ever developed in human or

\(^1\) International funding provided by the UK Overseas Development Administration (ODA) and the PARC (Programme for African Research Capacity)
veterinary medicine. It protected against all clades of rinderpest virus, provided lifelong immunity to cattle, was never associated with any adverse reactions, and a single tissue culture infectious dose was immunogenic. The vaccine benefited hundreds of millions of livestock-dependent people and, properly, Plowright received the World Food Prize in 1999. The principal limitation of the vaccine was that it required a strict cold-chain—a significant impediment to field vaccination programmes. The production process using primary bovine kidney cells was a potential source of contaminants and a constraint to large-scale manufacturing.

Production of TCRV was established in national laboratories across Africa, but the annual demand of 50 million doses was insufficient to achieve economies of scale, maintain quality of production or recapitalize their facilities. In 1986, rinderpest vaccines were typically of low quality in terms of both potency and purity. This led to establishment of the Pan-African Veterinary Vaccine Centre that successfully institutionalized independent quality control for rinderpest and other key livestock vaccines for the national production laboratories and assured an ample supply of safe and efficacious rinderpest vaccine for the eradication effort.

Second, a research programme to develop a thermolabile formulation of TCRV was initiated by Tufts University School of Veterinary Medicine and the US Department of Agriculture. Within 2 years, the project was producing rinderpest vaccine that retained the international required minimum immunizing dose for up to eight months at 37°C [24,25], and 10 days at 56°C. The new vaccine, named ThermoVax, had a recommended shelf life of 30 days outside the cold-chain and it was required to hold the minimum titre for 14 days at 45°C, sufficient to dramatically extend the reach of field vaccination programmes. The transfer of technology to African production facilities led to the commercial availability of ThermoVax in quantities sufficient for rinderpest eradication by 1992.

The Russian vaccine-associated incidents suggested that the use of attenuated vaccines posed a threat to rinderpest eradication even though TCRV had never been suspected of reversion to virulence. As a result, timely cessation of vaccination became a key element of GREP policy.

(c) Innovation in vaccine delivery and community involvement

To capture the full benefit of ThermoVax vaccine, institutional change was needed that would have far-reaching effects on the relationships and roles of public, private and community animal health service actors [25]. Refrigerating a vaccine requires a network of ice-making capacity, static refrigeration and portable cold boxes that determine the reach of vaccination programmes. The cold-chain essentially requires significant organizational support, logistics and a vehicular transport network, which was one of the single largest costs in the delivery of vaccine. Rinderpest vaccination was one of the principal activities of the public veterinary services in the affected countries in Africa and Asia [11], and a large part of veterinary services budgets. For individual veterinarians and para-professionals, income from rinderpest vaccination activities was a major component of their livelihoods, and involvement with campaigns was also a source of power and prestige. With ThermoVax, vaccine could be delivered on foot, by bicycle or using animal transport by a wide range of stakeholders, and this flexibility was perceived as a threat to the prestige and resource flows to conventional veterinary systems.

Early advocates for change recognized that community-based animal health workers (CBAHWs) could make a major contribution to rinderpest eradication [26]. CBAHWs are livestock owners selected by their communities to be trained and equipped for treating priority animal diseases. Incorporation of vaccination, especially vaccination for a critical disease, was a new concept. With difficulty, permission was obtained from national authorities to conduct pilot programmes to test the reliability of CBAHWs in rinderpest vaccination. These pilots worked with communities to select trainees; they provided training on vaccination against rinderpest and treatment of key diseases, and built supply and supervision networks. Initial programmes incorporated sero-monitoring to measure the quality and impact of the vaccination activity. The results demonstrated that CBAHW vaccination programmes were achieving over 80 per cent herd immunity [27], matching or surpassing the levels achieved by national veterinary services in more accessible areas [28].

The reason for the success of community-based vaccination relates largely to incentives. The communities perceived rinderpest as a major threat and access to vaccination was sought by livestock owners. The training of CBAHWs empowered the local community and they were highly respected. They were vaccinating the cattle of their extended families and neighbours (figure 3) and had every reason to work diligently to assure the success of the vaccination. They were able to offer vaccination in safe and easily accessible locations consistent with the movement needs of the herds. Remuneration was based on the quantity of work and, in most cases, provided by the livestock owners. By contrast, government vaccination programmes were implemented by personnel in receipt of daily field allowances; payment was not linked to the quantity or quality of work, but to the number of days spent in the field. In our experience, the single most important factor improving the performance of vaccination programmes is to establish incentive systems that motivate the staff to reinforce the quality and quantity of their outputs. In many settings, veterinarians were possibly not the best-suited actors to deliver effective services in rural Africa and it was clear that a rethinking of veterinary service models could result in a better service to farmers. The result was a new business model that teamed veterinary practitioners with CBAHWs in a synergistic partnership that expanded the opportunities for veterinary services in more accessible areas. The result was a new business model that teamed veterinary practitioners with CBAHWs in a synergistic partnership that expanded the opportunities for veterinary
practice, gave livestock owners a greater role and enhanced access to services.

**(d) Strategy developments based on epidemiological understanding**

In 1993, FAO and OIE (Office International des Epizooties, i.e. the World Organisation for Animal Health) convened a group to consider how best to provide guidance to countries participating in a GREP, resulting in the ‘OIE pathway’ that outlined a progression from an initial self-declaration of provisional freedom from disease and cessation of vaccination, followed by OIE accredited stages of freedom from disease and freedom from infection. Accreditation, overseen by the OIE Rinderpest Ad Hoc Group, required that a country operate a surveillance system that would be able to detect rinderpest, if it were present. This enabled countries to monitor their own progress towards accredited freedom from infection and to plan their own eradication timelines. This process proved to be very useful for the duration of the global programme, only being modified to a one-step process of accreditation of freedom from infection in 2005 once it became clear that rinderpest disease had not been seen for several years.

During the early 1990s, epidemiological studies in Ethiopia showed that rinderpest had persisted in parts of the pastoral ecosystems of eastern Africa throughout the JP15 campaign and that annual mass vaccination campaigns generally reached less than one-third of the 35 million cattle believed to be present. Official discouragement of investigation of outbreaks and insecurity in the lowland areas which were home to the nomadic pastoralists and their large herds of cattle obscured the true incidence of rinderpest [11].

From 1989 to 1992, repeated outbreaks were studied in the highlands, in the Afar lowlands, in the Rift Valley and in the highland–lowland interface areas to understand the relationship of these outbreaks to each other and to determine the persistence of infection. In the lowland areas, Afar livestock owners were desperate for vaccination to help them control rinderpest outbreaks in cattle less than 3 years of age. Drs W. Asfaw, G. Van’t Klooster and P. Roeder conducted field investigations in 1992 focusing on interviewing government veterinary officers and livestock owners, and collecting samples from cattle for testing for rinderpest in the highland–lowland interface area and along the border with Eritrea through Wollo and Tigray provinces. It became clear from this mission that

- Rinderpest was endemic within the pastoralists’ herds in discrete lowland areas surrounding the highlands: the Afar region to the northeast; between Lake Tana and Sudan to the west; to the southwest on the Sudanese border where pastoralists’ cattle seasonally migrated between Sudan and the lowlands of Ethiopia and less clearly in an area to the south of the southern highlands (see figure 4(i) for a map of the region).
- Rinderpest repeatedly spread into the highland areas adjacent to the lowland pastoral areas by seasonal migrations of herders to access grazing and trade plough oxen in the highland–lowland interface area.
- Outbreaks in the sedentary cattle population in highland areas were spread mainly through livestock markets, moving slowly until they either burnt out or were controlled; highland areas could therefore serve as epidemic indicator areas for rinderpest endemicity in the remote lowland pastoral areas (figure 4(i)).
- Attempting mass vaccination campaigns for highland cattle was largely a waste of resources; what was needed was to eliminate infection from the pastoralists’ cattle. In the endemic pastoralist areas, vaccination could be limited to cattle between 1 and 3 years of age, because older cattle were immune from earlier contact with infection.
- Remote, marginalized areas required a new approach—vaccine delivery through annual, pulsed, mass vaccination requiring cold-chain was not effective here. Involvement of the community and the use of ThermoVax proved critical for the endgame success.

Based on these observations, a new rinderpest elimination strategy was developed for Ethiopia, the essence of which was to

- cease mass vaccination in most of the highlands of Ethiopia and replace it with improved surveillance and emergency preparedness;
- focus vaccination on the pastoralist areas, where rinderpest was persisting, and create buffer zones in the highland–lowland interface to minimize spread to the highlands; approximately three million cattle were to be targeted;
- train and support CBAHWs to deliver vaccination in the remote, marginalized areas, at that time made especially hazardous by civil strife. ThermoVax was to be used in cattle between 1 and 3 years of age; and
- cease vaccination as soon as there was confidence that rinderpest was no longer circulating and confirm absence of infection by serological and participatory surveillance.

Strategy was refined as more epidemiological information became available to clarify the situation in the Rift Valley, where rinderpest was being introduced by exchange of heifers from the Assi highlands with Afar plough oxen. West of Lake Tana, vaccination teams were taken into the most inaccessible areas by military helicopters provided by the new government, quickly eliminating this reservoir. The Afar region took longer with the last outbreak occurring in October 1995, the same time as the last incursion from Sudan into western Ethiopia. Since that time, Ethiopia has been free from rinderpest. Once there was growing confidence that rinderpest virus was no longer present, it was possible to progressively reduce the vaccinated zones eventually coalescing vaccination completely and commencing verification of freedom through clinical, participatory and serological surveillance. However, official recognition by OIE of freedom for Ethiopia had to await determination of the freedom of neighbouring countries, which took until 2008 following a regional coordination of strategy.

The other significant event, which contributed to defining the final phase of eradication, was a severe epidemic in wildlife from 1993 to 1996 [29], apparently originating from the coastal lowlands of eastern Kenya, and affecting mainly lesser kudus (*T. imberbis*), African buffaloes (*Syncerus caffer*), elands (*Tragelaphus oryx*) and giraffes (*Camelopardalis tragocamelus*). Mortality in buffaloes of 60 per cent was estimated from aerial census and possibly reached up to 90 per cent in some kudu populations. The outbreak showed the value of wild animals as sentinels and contributed to defining the final eradication phase, initiating an intensive, regional search for...
Given there were no known foci of rinderpest nearby, and the extent of control in Ethiopia, the outbreak came as a total surprise. It was assumed to be due to virus spreading through livestock trade movements deep into the country from the Sudan–Ethiopia–Kenya border areas. This sparked a mass vaccination campaign.

Figure 4. (a) Map of ecological zones in eastern Africa mentioned in the text showing the rinderpest epidemic zone for 1980–2000. (b) Rinderpest outbreaks in the time period from 1995 to 2001 in eastern Africa.
in Kenya despite the apparent failure to detect the disease in cattle herds. Experimental studies showed the virus to cause mild disease in indigenous livestock, whereas it was severe in grade cattle [32]. Recorded observations of rinderpest in wild populations over a period of 30 years provided evidence of where the virus had been present across eastern, West and Central Africa. Of profound importance to eradication was the demonstration that a rinderpest virus causing only mild disease in cattle was still persisting [33,34] in the Somali ecosystem, a region comprising contiguous areas of northeastern Kenya, southeastern Ethiopia and southern Somalia (figure 4). An association between mild rinderpest in cattle and severe disease in wild artiodactyls had been observed frequently in East Africa from the early years of the twentieth century [35–37]; Maasai herders even used "mild strains" of rinderpest to immunize their cattle [35].

In retrospect, there were indications of persistent enzootic mild rinderpest in Somalia well before its confirmation in 1996 [33,38]. Somali veterinarians described a syndrome in young cattle they attributed to "bovine viral diarrhoea" (caused by a pestivirus). The apparent independent persistence of this reservoir of infection in wildlife generated pessimistic predictions about the outcome of GREP. Yet, "mild" rinderpest was neither a feature of eastern Africa alone nor of the African lineage 2, as many had proposed. Evidence accrued that the wildlife reservoir was not an insurmountable obstacle to eradication [11]. In the 1960s, seroconversion indicative of endemic rinderpest in the wildlife of the Serengeti National Park in Tanzania became undetectable soon after intensive vaccination campaigns were mounted in the dense cattle herds surrounding the park [39–41]. 'Mild rinderpest' caused by African lineage 1 was also recognized in cattle in Egypt in the 1980s and in Iraq, most likely caused by the Asian lineage, in the 1990s. Historical accounts of rinderpest in Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia in the 1950s, which must have been caused by the Asian lineage, bear similarities to that of rinderpest in East Africa at around the same time caused by African lineage 2. Rinderpest in Southeast Asia affecting wild pigs and a diversity of wild ruminants [42,43], spread rapidly and died out spontaneously; local cattle were apparently resistant. Based on studies of rinderpest epidemics in wildlife in eastern Africa in the 1980s and 1990s, an upper limit of 4 years for virus circulation in wildlife was proposed [30].

(e) Accessing community knowledge for surveillance
As a first step in the establishment of CBAHW programmes, participatory rural appraisal (PRA) techniques [44] were used to understand the community perceptions regarding animal health and to prioritize disease problems. It was evident from these activities that the communities had very detailed knowledge of the presentation, gross pathology and epidemiology of many disease problems affecting their livelihoods. Local knowledge included terms for clinical conditions that often translated into specific diseases in modern terminology.

Given the importance of rinderpest to pastoral livestock keepers, the history and behaviour of rinderpest was often an important topic in the oral traditions of communities. Elders and community animal health workers identified rinderpest outbreaks and could describe the risk factors that created the conditions for endemic persistence of the virus. They proved to be key informants often providing more accurate disease intelligence than the formal surveillance systems [45]. For example, Tom Olaka, a CBAHW from Karamoja, Uganda, identified an outbreak of rinderpest and provided information on livestock movements that led to an effective response, enabling the completion of rinderpest eradication from Uganda [25]. A similar participatory disease-searching technique documented aforementioned mild disease in the cattle in the Somali ecosystem [33]. Participatory disease surveillance was further developed in Pakistan and was widely used as a tool to contribute to the validation of rinderpest eradication. Today, participatory epidemiology has become an accepted and valued tool for the veterinary profession [25] and is one of the legacies of rinderpest eradication [16].

(f) The contribution of modelling to rinderpest eradication
Modelling allows data from diverse sources to be integrated into analytical systems that can then be used to assess the probable impact of alternative control scenarios. Combined with field intelligence, models can assist decision-makers to make informed choices and to set intervention targets. In the case of rinderpest, stochastic SEIR (Susceptible, Exposed, Infectious and Recovered) models of transmission were constructed using parameters estimated from the literature and livestock owner information on population contact structure and the clinical behaviour of rinderpest in their herds [46]. Serological surveys facilitated estimation of the basic reproductive number, $R_0$, defined as the number of new cases resulting from the introduction of one infected animal into a susceptible population, which determines the minimum herd immunity required to interrupt transmission ($1 - 1/R_0$). Estimates of $R_0$ ranged from 1.5 for cattle in Somalia (lineage 2) to 4.6 for cattle in Sudan (lineage 1) [46]. Values of $R_0$ for rinderpest transmission in African buffaloes calculated from post-outbreak seroprevalence estimates ranged from 2 to 7.1 [47]. The values of $R_0$ in cattle correspond to a minimum herd immunity requirement in cattle for eradication of between 33 and 78 per cent. The estimate of the herd immunity threshold of 33 per cent for lineage 2 was surprisingly low and greeted with scepticism. However, rinderpest was eradicated from the Somali ecosystem with herd immunity levels that probably never exceeded 50 per cent.

There is no evidence of latent or persistent infection being involved in the maintenance of rinderpest virus; persistence, therefore, requires a constant supply of susceptible animals for the disease to be sustained. If the population is too small to establish sustained chains of transmission, the virus can fade out or be intentionally eliminated relatively easily. Estimates from simulations of the critical community size required to sustain transmission were in the order of 200 000 head of cattle. This meant that communities smaller than 200 000 head did not need to be prioritized in the final stages of eradication as the disease would naturally fade out from these populations [46]. Further, this supported the view that if the disease was controlled in cattle, then it would fade out from wildlife populations as the fragmented populations remaining in Africa are not nearly large enough to sustain infection even if biologically competent to do so.

Rinderpest modelling was shown to be an effective communication tool to engage decision-makers in visualizing important epidemiological processes and choices. Purposefully avoiding unnecessary complexity, the models could serve as demonstration tools and interactive demonstrations were used to illustrate concepts such as fade out of disease...
3. The last days of rinderpest

(a) Reservoirs and elimination

The epidemiological studies conducted from 1994 to 1998, together with the assessment of global rinderpest distribution described by FAO in 1996, identified seven areas of the world that constituted possible infection reservoirs: (i) contiguous areas of the far east of the Russian Federation, Mongolia and China; (ii) India, Pakistan and Afghanistan; (iii) contiguous areas of Iraq, Iran and Turkey; (iv) Saudi Arabia and Yemen; (v) the northeastern Ethiopian Afar region; (vi) contiguous areas of southern Sudan, Ethiopia, Uganda and Kenya; and (vii) contiguous areas of Kenya, Somalia and Ethiopia. Ultimately, eradication came down to ensuring elimination in each of these seven areas through embarking on elimination campaigns or, alternatively, proving absence of infection through enhanced surveillance. This understanding prompted FAO and partners to launch the Intensified GREP in 1999 [48]. ‘Seek, Contain, Eliminate’ became the slogan for eradication.

Elimination of rinderpest from Sudan, in an insecure and resource-poor environment dominated by civil war, was a difficult and protracted process. Fortunately, mass vaccination during the 1990s by non-governmental organisations (NGOs) working under the umbrella of the UNICEF Operation Lifeline Sudan Household Food Security Programme [49] greatly reduced disease incidence in the pastoral herds of southern Sudan. The last time that rinderpest crossed the border into Ethiopia from Sudan was in October 1995. In 2000, an unconfirmed outbreak occurred in the cattle belonging to the Murle and Jie tribes of southern Sudan, a population amounting to some 800,000 cattle. Widespread surveillance conducted by the staff of the NGO Vétérinaires Sans Frontières (VSF) Belgium strongly suggested that the cattle of other tribes were free from rinderpest at that time, providing a unique opportunity to eliminate this reservoir of infection. An intensive vaccination programme was mounted that reached virtually the entire cattle population; at the same time, vaccination was withdrawn elsewhere despite initial opposition. Subsequent active surveillance indicated that rinderpest ceased to circulate after 2001. Serological testing of a population of over a million migratory white-eared kob (Kobus leucotis) antelopes, in close contact with livestock of many different tribal communities, supported the view that rinderpest had been eliminated. Ironically, the virtual elimination of the large buffalo herds during the military conflict may have removed one source of re-infection at this critical time. Extensive participatory and serological surveillance provided sufficient assurance that freedom from rinderpest was recognized by OIE in 2011.

While sustained transmission in Africa related to pastoral ecosystems, studies in Pakistan and Afghanistan indicated that the Indus River dairy buffaloes of Sindh Province in southern Pakistan acted as a reservoir as did the buffaloes and cattle in rural Tamil Nadu and Karnataka in peninsular India (11). The key to elimination of rinderpest in India, Pakistan and Afghanistan therefore lay in elimination of these persisting foci of infection (6). Progressive reduction in rinderpest infection in the region resulted from increased quality control of Pakistan-produced rinderpest vaccine from 1996, mounting active participatory disease surveillance [50], serological surveillance, and an extension programme for farmers. Surveillance detected rinderpest for the last time in 2000, the year in which a bold decision was taken to withdraw vaccination from the whole country. Participatory surveys conducted in 10,347 villages from 2003 to 2006 representing 20.5 per cent of the total 50,568 villages, found no evidence of infection from 2000 onwards. Extensive serological surveys (table 1) provided clear evidence of rinderpest freedom by 2007, allowing official recognition of freedom by OIE.

(b) Cessation of vaccination

Cessation of vaccination, vigorously opposed by many in these focal areas, combined with livestock owner sensitization and clinical and serological surveillance became keystones of success. Livestock-rearing communities whose lives had been blighted by rinderpest over many years saw vaccination as their saviour and it was crucial that they understood that cessation of vaccination was a necessary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>province</th>
<th>2003</th>
<th>2004/5</th>
<th>2006</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>% tested</td>
<td>positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azad Jammu and Kashmir</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>760 (0)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balochistan</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1000 (0.7)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamabad Capital Territory</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>507 (0.4)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>northern areas</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>760 (0.3)</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North-West Frontier Province</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1000 (0.4)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punjab</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2107 (0.2)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sindh</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2455 (0.5)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8567 (0.4)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Results of a randomized serological survey for rinderpest antibodies in cattle and riverine buffaloes in Pakistan conducted by competitive ELISA [15] as an aide to demonstrating freedom from infection. Data shown by courtesy of the Government of Pakistan.
step to eradication. Communication with and involvement of communities in the eradication process was most finely developed by VSF under the aegis of the AU-IBAR PACE programme ‘Fight against African lineage 1’ and was crucial to achieving an orderly progress towards rinderpest freedom.

In the absence of unequivocal evidence for the presence of rinderpest in Somalia and Kenya, GREP accentuated the need to cease vaccination to facilitate surveillance, including serosurveillance. Unfortunately, initial equivocal results from serological studies [51] delayed development of a definitive consensus that rinderpest was no longer present in Somalia and Kenya until 2006 only then allowing OIE to recognize all three countries—Ethiopia, Kenya and Somalia—as free. Rinderpest had last been seen in wild African buffaloes in Meru National Park in Kenya in October 2001, it was mild in nature as the herds were partially immune, with only young animals less than 3–4 years of age susceptible. Clinical disease was not reported; its discovery in a buffalo was a result of the annual serosurveillance and monitoring. Through subsequent careful clinical observation of herds and selection of mildly diseased buffalo, samples were obtained that indicated that African lineage 2 rinderpest virus was still circulating at that time. The source of this outbreak was never proved, but the timing points to the large groups of Somali or Boran livestock entering the Greater Meru ecosystem in the dry season. These animals might have travelled from deep in Somalia or even southern Ethiopia. After this final expression of virus, it gradually became evident that rinderpest ceased to circulate in Africa at about this time.

(c) Peste des petits ruminants

Sadly, this was not the last word on morbillivirus infection in livestock in Africa; historically linked PPR virus continues to cause significant economic losses [52,53]. Subsequent to the apparent eradication of rinderpest virus from the Karamojong cluster, estimated around the late 1990s, serosurveillance in wildlife in Uganda detected seroconversion to PPR virus in buffalo herds in several National Parks, between 2002 and 2004 [47]. Officially, PPR outbreaks in small ruminants in Uganda were not reported to the OIE until 2007 but a single unconfirmed report of PPR was provided to the AU-IBAR ARIS reporting system in 2003 from around Soroti in Karamojong region of Uganda [18]. This was supported by serological evidence for spread of PPR in buffalo herds in Kidepo, Lake Mburo and Queen Elizabeth National Parks between 2003 and 2004 [47]. This was the first evidence for the significant spread of PPR South into East Africa and beyond, which has become a feature in the region in the past decade. PPR is now endemic in eastern Africa and as far south as Angola, southern Democratic Republic of the Congo and in Tanzania, south of Selous National Reserve [52,54]. The possibility that eradication of rinderpest and cessation of vaccination against this virus was a causative factor in the emergence of PPR was raised at the time of the buffalo seroconversion but largely ignored. One possible but debatable explanation for this emergence of PPR might be the reduction in cross protective immunity in potential vector species (cattle, buffalo) and the cessation of the widespread (if illegal) use of rinderpest vaccine in small livestock to protect them against PPR (e.g. vaccination of goats in Ethiopia [47]). Whether removal of one morbillivirus from an ecological niche and host community had a significant impact on PPR emergence remains speculative, but these data are supportive of this hypothesis (see also Lloyd-Smith [55]). Nevertheless, there is a global imperative to seek progressive control and the tools for making progress are available [56].

(d) Political and donor support

The least economically developed countries found it difficult to allocate the funding necessary to mount systematic and sustained rinderpest eradication programmes even when the disease was having a major impact on livelihoods and national economies. The success of an eradication programme for a contagious transboundary animal disease eventually depends on the performance of its weakest partners. However, political imperatives meant that certain key countries did not receive the necessary donor support to enter fully into regional initiatives. Thus, FAO GREP needed to source funding for rinderpest control outside regional rinderpest control programmes. Fortunately, donors appreciated that rinderpest was an issue in many humanitarian crises and its control was included in aid programmes such as Operation Lifeline Sudan and the Iraq Oil for Programme. The UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, the EC and USAID were especially supportive. However, there was marked reluctance to fund the latter stages of the programme when the disease impact was dramatically reduced and surveillance activities were needed to verify freedom. This critical process received major support from the EC through FAO GREP and national projects intended for the strengthening of livestock services.

(e) Cost–benefit analysis

One weakness of GREP was that it lacked in-depth analysis of the socio-economic impact of rinderpest and the benefits likely to accrue from its eradication that would have been useful for persuading economists and other decision-makers that rinderpest eradication merited funding and dissuading detractors of the eradication effort. In the case of rinderpest, it is difficult to accurately estimate the expenditures, because budgets were often subsumed into support for more broadly based issues such as privatization of veterinary services, surveillance and other disease control programmes; financial allocations specifically for rinderpest eradication are difficult to identify. For Chad, the benefit–cost ratio associated with rinderpest control from 1963 to 2002 was estimated to be just over 4 [57]. This analysis takes into account sector-level benefits but excludes macroeconomic and regional benefits. However, rinderpest eradication does not benefit just the livestock sector in terms of mortality and avoided losses. The livestock sector impacts the broader economy and cost–benefit analyses should measure how the whole economy adjusts to an intervention and capture the full productivity dividend from rinderpest eradication. This is carried out by constructing a social accounting matrix and deriving multipliers to apply to the basic cost–benefit analysis [16]. Applying livestock-sector multipliers ranging from 3.5 to 4 yields much higher aggregate benefits. In the case of India, the benefit–cost ratio of the National Programme for Rinderpest Eradication, which brought about eradication in the 1990s, was estimated to be over 60 fuelled by higher market access for livestock exports, which boomed as rinderpest freedom was achieved [46]. In addition, the many quantifiable indirect benefits extend across participatory epidemiology, CBAHW systems and strengthened veterinary services [16,25].
(f) Rinderpest virus sequestration

One issue that remains after a global declaration of rinderpest eradication is the sequestration of all rinderpest viruses in specialized, secure laboratories and their eventual destruction. The number of laboratories remaining with rinderpest virus is small but the threat of irresponsible or malign reintroduction of the virus into livestock demands vigilance until all viruses are secured. FAO and partners are engaged in identifying remaining virus stocks and preparing the formal framework for their sequestration.

4. Conclusion

Much is being made of the need for a ‘one health’ approach to disease in the twenty-first century [58], and the rinderpest eradication process was perhaps the first collaborative effort that could be described as a success story of this approach. Contributions came from both veterinary and wildlife ecology sectors and these were integrated with socio-ecological approaches to disease investigation and service delivery. The need for eradication programmes to be adaptively managed, time-bound and based on a sound epidemiological understanding of disease in all susceptible species was prime among the lessons learnt; routine, pulsed vaccination programmes alone were found to be inadequate. From a technical viewpoint, the value of vaccine quality assurance was evident as was that of field studies using robust, sensitive and specific diagnostic tests leading into epidemiological clarification supported by molecular epidemiology to provide the sound technical basis to achieve and monitor progress. Two other issues favoured progress; these were support for diagnostic technology transfer to national and regional laboratories, underpinned by the services of a global reference laboratory, and global and regional coordination with the leadership of appropriate global institutions and regional political organizations. However, arguably the most important factor contributing to success was obtaining the support of national and regional organizations and donors; without this, real progress would have been impossible. Although it was not put in place for rinderpest, it became clear that achieving this support could be assisted greatly by having the results of socio-economic studies demonstrating the impact of the disease concerned and its eradication.

Many of the lessons learnt from the rinderpest eradication process are relevant to undertaking control of other livestock plagues. Arguably, the disease most likely to be addressed successfully is that of PPR in sheep and goats [56]. Morbilliviruses are highly labile and this raises concerns that PPR virus, now widespread in Africa and Asia, could evolve to cause disease in other wild and domesticated species. Given this possibility and the severe impact of PPR on livelihoods of farmers and wildlife, its eradication would seem to be justifiable. With the tools available and experience gained from rinderpest, eradication success is virtually guaranteed.

Another prominent but much longer-term candidate is foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) for which FAO and OIE have developed a Progressive Control Pathway emulating the GREP Blueprint [59]. However, the case of FMD, unlike rinderpest and PPR, is very different. It might be possible to eradicate in Asia, but the independent persistence in buffalo and savannah wildlife and the lack of clinical disease complicates the situation in Africa. Eradication of FMD in Africa is, therefore, a much greater challenge, and eradication is perhaps not feasible or even necessary if African livestock production systems evolve to be locally relevant to people rather than to international agribusiness and north-based market trade systems [60]. The relatively mild nature of the disease in indigenous African livestock, and opportunity for trade through commodities which can be rendered free from FMD virus, further suggest alternate strategies [61]. Arguably, more attention should be given to developing the buffalo and wild bovids as alternative resources to domestic cattle in many settings, given proven high economic value and disease resistance [62]. It would be nigh impossible to control FMD infection in its natural state, in these species.

Eradication of rinderpest would not have been possible without the work of many veterinarians dedicated to the success of national, regional and global rinderpest control programmes in the last quarter of the twentieth century. So many people were involved that space precludes a full coverage, but special attention is merited for the vision and seminal contributions of Yoshiharo Ozawa, Walter Plowwright, Gordon Scott, Alain Provost, Yves Cheneau, Walter Masiga, Jan Mulder and Mark Rwemyenamu from FAO, OIE, the United Kingdom, France, the European Union and the African Union.

Endnote
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